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Abstract—The recent research in the emerging technology of
reconfigurable intelligent surfaces (RISs) has identified its high
potential for localization and sensing. However, to accurately
localize a user placed in the area of influence of an RIS, the
RIS location needs to be known a priori and its phase profile
is required to be optimized for localization. In this paper, we
study the problem of the joint localization of a hybrid RIS
(HRIS) and a user, considering that the former is equipped
with a single reception radio-frequency (RF) chain enabling
simultaneous tunable reflections and sensing via power splitting.
Focusing on the downlink of a multi-antenna base station, we
present a multi-stage approach for the estimation of the HRIS
position and orientation as well as the user position. Our simula-
tion results, including comparisons with the Cramér-Rao lower
bounds, demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed localization
approach, while showcasing that there exists an optimal HRIS
power splitting ratio for the desired multi-parameter estimation
problem.

Index Terms—Localization, channel estimation, hybrid recon-
figurable intelligent surface, sensing, synchronization.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECONFIGURABLE intelligent surfaces (RISs) consist
of multiple metamaterials of an almost passive nature [1],

which can impact the characteristics of electromagnetic (EM)
waves impinging on them, such as the phase, offering radio
propagation control [2]. The RIS-parameterized channel can
assist communications via its potential beamforming gain and
act as an additional passive anchor in improving localization
performance [3]. Therefore, reconfigurable intelligent surfaces
(RISs) are considered as a candidate technology for the sixth
generation (6G) of wireless systems [4], [5], where joint lo-
calization and communication are expected to support various
use cases [6], such as autonomous driving, digital twins, and
other immersive applications. The consideration of RISs for
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Fig. 1: The considered scenario including a single-RX-RF HRIS, whose power
splitting ratio and phase shifting network are controlled by a digital controller.

localization applications has received significant attention in
recent years, see, e.g., [7]–[12]. In [7]–[12], two-dimensional
(2D) and 3D user localization scenarios with either a far-
field (FF) or near-field (NF) channel model, static or mobility
conditions, as well as single-input-single-output or multiple-
input-multiple-output (MIMO) system setups were considered
to showcase the potential of RIS-assisted localization.

In the RIS-focused research, channel estimation is a chal-
lenging problem due to the cascaded channel structure between
the base station (BS) and the user equipment (UE), as well
as the commonly considered passive nature of RISs, which
deprives them from any estimation capability. Nevertheless,
the various available cascade channel estimation techniques
[13], [14] result in certain limitations on the wireless operation
design [15] (the lack of the individual channels complicates
network management and the design of modulation and cod-
ing) and challenge wireless localization [16], since a cascade
channel estimation does not decouple the AOA/AOD at the
RIS. In addition, the vast majority of the RIS-based localiza-
tion studies [7]–[12], [17] assume that the RIS state (mainly
its position and orientation) is known, which can be nontrivial
in various practical cases. The estimation of the RIS state
was only recently addressed in [18], however, the locations of
both transmitters and receivers were assumed known, which
requires certain overhead for infrastructure calibration. As a
consequence, the high-accuracy joint location estimation of
UEs and RISs is an open problem.

One of the main challenges with the latter estimation prob-
lem stems from the fact that the angle of arrival (AOA) and
angle of departure (AOD) at the RIS are coupled and cannot
be estimated separately. For instance, the authors in [19] have
estimated the only sinusoidal value of the difference between
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AOA and AOD at the RIS.1 It is worthwhile mentioning that
having knowledge about the AOA and AOD is essential to
estimate the RIS rotation angles. To tackle this issue, in this
paper, we propose the adoption of an RIS equipped with a
single reception (RX) radio-frequency (RFC) chain, instead
of using a passive RIS. This RIS architecture, which was
first presented in [20] to enable the estimation of individual
channels and was then extended in [15] to hybrid RISs capable
of simultaneous reflection and sensing, considers wave-guides
capable of feeding the impinging signals at each RIS unit ele-
ment to base-band unit via a network of phase shifters which
combines them to feed an RX RFC chain. We particularly
consider an HRIS and focus on its joint localization with
a UE in a 2D scenario under FF conditions. A multi-stage
estimator is presented whose performance is benchmarked by
the Cramér-Rao lower bounds (CRBs). Our simulation results
demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed estimation approach
and showcase the impact of the HRIS power splitting ratio on
the localization performance.

Notation: Vectors and matrices are indicated by lowercase
and uppercase bold letters, respectively. Notation [A]i,j repre-
sents A’s element in the i-th row and j-th column, while the
index i : j determines all the elements between i and j. The
complex conjugate, Hermitian, transpose, and Moore–Penrose
inverse operators are represented by (.)

∗, (.)H, (.)⊤, and (.)
†,

respectively. ∥.∥ returns the norm of vectors or the Frobenius
norm of matrices, whereas ⊙ and ⊗ indicate the element-wise
and Kronecker products, respectively. 1K is a column vector
comprising all ones with length K and function atan2(y, x) is
the four-quadrant inverse tangent function.

II. SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODELS

A. System Setup
Consider the wireless system scenario in Fig. 1 operating

in the mm-Wave frequency band and consisting of one MB -
antenna BS with a known location pB ∈ R2, one single-
antenna UE with an unknown location pU ∈ R2, and an
HRIS with unknown location pR ∈ R2 and an orientation
angle α. We focus on the downlink direction considering
that the BS sends T orthogonal frequency division multi-
plexing (OFDM) symbols over time via Nc subcarriers. We
assume that all associated channels remain constant dur-
ing each transmission interval. We use the matrix Rα =[
[cosα, sinα]⊤, [− sinα, cosα]⊤

]
to represent the rotation

that maps the global frame of reference to the coordinate
system associated with the HRIS. Moreover, the HRIS and
UE are assumed not to be synchronized with the BS, leading
to the unknown clock biases bR and bU at the HRIS and UE,
respectively, with respect to the BS. Thus, besides the HRIS
position and UE location, the clock bias of these components
needs to be estimated.2

1Having knowledge about the AOA at the BS to the RIS and AOA at the
UE from the RIS [19], is not enough to estimate the RIS position with an
unknown UE position.

2Note that the HRIS and LOS are necessary to solve this joint calibration
and localization problem. Using a passive RIS makes the problem unsolvable
because the AOA and AOD at RIS cannot be decoupled. Without HRIS, the
problem is not solvable. Similarly, LOS is mandatory for delay estimation
due to the existence of synchronization errors between HRIS, UE, and BS.

We further assume that the UE operates in the FF range
of the BS and the HRIS. The BS is equipped with a uni-
form linear array (ULA), whose m-th element, with m =
0, 1, . . . ,MB − 1, is located at the point [δB(2m − MB +
1)/2, 0]⊤, where δB denotes the spacing between adjacent an-
tenna elements. Accordingly, we define the global coordinate
system to be aligned with local coordinate system at the BS.
The HRIS is a ULA with MR unit elements attached to a
single RX RF chain [15], [20], enabling the reception of the
impinging signal. The ℓ-th element, with ℓ = 0, 1, . . . ,MR −1,
of HRIS is located at the point (in the HRIS local coordinate
system) [δR(2ℓ−MR+1)/2, 0]⊤, where δR is the space between
two adjacent meta-elements. For the sake of simplicity, we
assume that δR = δB = δ = λ/2, with λ being the
wavelength of the central carrier frequency. We finally make
the common assumption [14] that the HRIS and the UE share
their observations with a central processing unit (CPU), being
responsible to carry out the targeted joint estimation that will
be presented in the sequel, via a reliable link.

B. Models for the Received Signals and Channels

As shown in Fig. 1, the HRIS structure includes MR

identical power splitters [15], which divide the received signal
power at each element into two parts: one for reflection and the
other for sensing/reception. For the latter operation, to feed a
portion of the impinging signal to the single RX RF chain, the
HRIS applies3, a combining vector modeled by c

t
∈ CMR×1

with |[ct ]i| = 1 during each time interval t, choosing for
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) codebook [21]. The HRIS
also changes its phase profile in discrete time slots, to reflect
signals towards the UE. We use the vector γt ∈ CMR×1, with
|[γ

t
]k| = 1, to represent the HRIS reflection phase profile at

each time t. For the multi-antenna BS, we also adopt the DFT
for its beamforming vector ft ∈ CMB×1 at each time instant t
[21], and consider unit-power symbols for transmission. Under
the latter assumptions and after removing the cyclic prefix and
taking the fast Fourier transform (FFT), the received OFDM
symbols during each t-th time interval, with t = 1, 2, . . . , T ,
at the HRIS and the UE, which are respectively denoted as
yR(t) ∈ CNc×1 and yU(t) ∈ CNc×1, can be expressed as
follows4:
yR(t) = gBR

√
ρPtd(τBR) c

⊤
t
aR(ϕRB)a

⊤
B
(θBR)ft +wR(t), (1)

yU(t) = yBU(t) + yBRU(t) +wU(t), (2)
where yBU ∈ CNc×1 and yBRU ∈ CNc×1 represent the received
signals at the UE from the BS through the line of sight (LOS)
and reflected paths, respectively, which are given by:

yBU(t) = gBU

√
Ptd( τBU)a

⊤
B
(θBU) ft , (3)

yBRU(t) = gBRU

√
(1− ρ)Ptd(τBRU)a

⊤
B
(θRU) diag(γ

t
)

aR(ϕRB)a
⊤
B
(θBR)ft , (4)

3A dedicated phase-shifting network feeds the impinging signals at all the
HRIS elements to the single RX RF chain. It is assumed that the central
processing unit knows both the HRIS combining vector and phase profile.

4For the sake of simplicity, we ignore the effects of scatter points (SPs)
on the received signals, since their channels are weak compared to the HRIS
channel. Nevertheless, we study how they affect our proposed estimator in
our simulations.
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where ρ is the common power splitting ratio at the power
splitters, while gBU , gBR , and gBRU denote the unknown complex
gains of the BS-UE, BS-HRIS, and BS-HRIS-UE wireless
links, respectively, which are modeled as g

i
≜ |g

i
|e−ȷϕ

i with
i ∈ {BR,BU,BRU}, where ϕ

i
∼ U [0, 2π) and |g

i
| follows

the model described in [18]. The delay steering vector d(τ)
in the latter expressions is defined as:

d(τ) ≜
[
1, e−ȷ2π∆fτ , . . . , e−ȷ2π(Nc−1)∆fτ

]⊤
, (5)

where ∆f denotes the sub-carrier spacing. Based on the lack-
of-synchronization assumption and the location of the different
components of the system, we can express the propagation
delay for all links as follows:

τBR =
dBR

c
+ bR , τBU =

dBU

c
+ bU , τBRU =

dBR + dRU

c
+ bU , (6)

where dBR ≜ ∥pB −pR∥, dBU ≜ ∥pB −pU∥, and dRU ≜ ∥pR −
pU∥ with c being the speed of light.

In addition, θBR and θBU respectively represent the AODs
from the BS towards the HRIS and the UE, based on the
BS local coordinate system. In fact, the angles θBR and θBU are
along the directions of the vectors qBR ≜ (pR −pB)/∥pR −pB∥
and qBU ≜ (pU − pB)/∥pU − pB∥, respectively. Similarly,
θRU and ϕRB are the AOD from the HRIS to the UE and
the AOA to the HRIS from the BS both in the HRIS local
coordinate system, respectively. Accordingly, one can write
θRU = atan2([qRU ]2, [qRU ]1) and ϕRB = atan2([qRB ]2, [qRB ]1),
where qRU ≜ Rα(pU − pR)/∥pU − pR∥ and qRB ≜ Rα(pB −
pR)/∥pB −pR∥. Finally, in (1) and (2), the steering vectors at
the BS (aB(ν) ∈ CMB×1) and the HRIS (aR(ν) ∈ CMR×1) are
defined as follows:
aB(ν) =

[
eȷ

π sin ν(MB −1)

2 , . . . , 1, . . . , e−ȷ
π sin ν(MB −1)

2

]⊤
, (7a)

aR(ν) =
[
eȷ

π sin ν(MR −1)

2 , . . . , 1, . . . , e−ȷ
π sin ν(MR −1)

2

]⊤
, (7b)

where ν shows the AOD at the BS to the HRIS and UE
or AOA/AOD at the HRIS from/to the BS/UE. Pt denotes
the transmitted power, and wR ∈ CNc×1 and wU ∈ CNc×1

represents the additive thermal noise vectors at the HRIS and
the UE, respectively, each containing zero-mean circularly-
symmetric independent and identically distributed Gaussian
elements with variance σ2 = N0Nc∆f , where N0 is noise
power spectral density.

III. PROPOSED MULTI-PARAMETER ESTIMATION

In this paper, capitalizing on the received signal models in
(1) and (2), we focus on the estimation of the unknown channel
parameters included in the vector ζ ≜ [ηch

⊤, gBR , gBU , gBRU ]
⊤,

where ηch ≜ [τ⊤,θ⊤, ϕRB ]
⊤ with τ ≜ [τBR , τBU , τBRU ]

⊤ and
θ ≜ [θBR , θBU , θRU ]

⊤, as well as the state parameters in the vec-
tor ζs ≜ [p⊤

R
, α,p⊤

R
, bR , bU ]

⊤. We next present a multi-stage
estimation approach that is based on the relationship derived
in Section II-B between the channel and state parameters.

A. BS-HRIS Channel Estimation

We commence by estimating the TOA at the HRIS. To this
end, we stack all T observations via (1) in the matrix Y0

R
∈

CNc×T , yielding:
Y0

R
= gBR

√
ρPtd(τBR)a

⊤
RB
+W0

R
, (8)

where aRB ≜ Ω⊤vec(aR(ϕRB)a
⊤
B
(θBR)), Ω ≜ [f1⊗c1, . . . , fT⊗

cT ] ∈ CMBMR×T , and W0
R

∈ CNc×T includes the noise
contribution at the HRIS over all sub-carrier and time slots.
We then compute the FFT of each column of Y0

R
followed by

integration over time (i.e., taking the absolute value squared
of the FFT output) to estimate τBR . For this, we use the
method proposed in [9]. Then, we eliminate the effect of τBR

performing the calculation Y0
R
⊙(d(−τ̂BR)1

T
T
). Taking the sum

over the subcarriers and after some algebraic manipulations,
the following expression is deduced5:

y1
R
= gBR

√
ρPtNcΩ

⊤AR(ϕRB)aB(θBR) +w1
R
, (9)

where y1
R
∈ CT×1, w1

R
≜ (W0

R
)⊤ ⊙ (1Td(−τ̂BR)

⊤)1Nc
, and

AR(ϕRB) ≜ ( I
MB

⊗aR(ϕRB)). Using this expression and based
on noisy measurement, i.e., y1

R
, we can obtain the estimates

for gBR , θBR , and ϕRB via solving the maximum likelihood (ML)
problem:[

ĝBR , θ̂BR , ϕ̂RB

]
= arg min

gBR ,θBR ,ϕRB

∥y1
R
− gBR

√
ρPtNcΩ

⊤

AR(ϕRB)aB(θBR)∥2. (10)
To solve the latter optimization problem, we introduce the
unstructured vector6 v ≜ gBR

√
ρPtNcaB(θBR), which is a

function of unknown parameters, i.e., gBR and θBR . We first
estimate ϕRB via the following minimization problem:

ϕ̂RB = argmin
ϕRB

∥y1
R
−Ω⊤AR(ϕRB)v(ϕRB)∥2, (11)

where v(ϕRB) = (Ω⊤AR(ϕRB))
†y1

R
represents the estimate of

v as a function of ϕRB . The solution of (11) can be obtained
through a line search over ϕRB . Considering (9) and (11), we
can also estimate θBR via the minimization:
θ̂BR = argmax

θBR

∥y1
R
− gBR(θBR)βΩ

⊤AR(ϕ̂RB)aB(θBR)∥2, (12)

where β ≜
√
ρPtNc and gBR can be expressed as a function

of θBR as gBR(θBR) = (βΩ⊤AR(ϕ̂RB)aB(θBR))
†y1

R
. Note that,

one can solve (12) via a line search over θBR . All in all, by
applying ϕ̂RB and θ̂BR obtained in (11) and (12), respectively, as
the method’s initial points, we use Newton’s method to refine
the estimation of θBR and ϕRB considering (10). The required
gradients are computed from (10) by basic calculus.

B. Estimation of the BS-UE and BS-HRIS-UE Channels

We assume that the received power at the UE from the BS
is much larger than that from the HRIS, which facilitates us to
first estimate the BS-UE channel7. Based on this assumption

5We ignored delay estimation errors and approximated the model to
facilitate algorithm development. If the algorithm attains the CRB, we then
obtain a sufficiently accurate approximate model. Otherwise, residual errors
will occur if the model is incorrect, and one must refine the algorithm.
However, we will see in the simulation results that the proposed estimator
attains the corresponding CRB at the high transmit power, showing the
approximation’s correctness.

6The goal of introducing unstructured vector v is to reduce the complexity
of 2D search over θBR and ϕRB search space for solving (10). We transform
the 2D problem (joint estimate of the θBR and ϕRB) into 2 one-dimensional
problems, i.e., ϕRB estimate and θBR estimate problems.

7For scenarios where the HRIS has large dimensions, a certain condition
in the time evolution of the phase profile has been imposed [15]. This can
be adopted to cancel the effect of the HRIS channel, and hence, assist in the
channel estimation process.
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as well as on (2) and (3), we can approximate the received
signal at the UE as follows:

Y0
U
≈ gBU

√
Ptd(τBU)a

⊤
B
(θBU)F+W0

BU
, (13)

where F ≜ [f1, f2, . . . , fT ] and W0
BU

∈ CNc×T includes the
noise contribution at the UE over all subcarriers and time slots.
We take a similar approach to that before to estimate τBU . After
removing the effect of this TOA and integrating the signals
over the Nc subcarrier frequencies, the noisy observations is
deduced as:

y0
U
= gBU

√
PtNcF

⊤aB(θBU) +w0
BU
, (14)

where y0
U
∈ CT×1 and w0

BU
≜ (W0

BU
)⊤ ⊙ (1Td(−τ̂BU)

⊤)1
Nc

.
The parameter θBU can be estimated by solving the following
problem via a simple line search:
θ̂BU = argmin

θBU

∥y0
U
− gBU( θBU)

√
PtNcF

⊤aB( θBU) ∥2, (15)

where gBU(θBU) ≜ (
√
PtNcF

⊤aB(θBU))
†y0

U
. The problem (15)

can be solved through line search over θBU . This coarse
estimate can be used as the initial point in Newton’s method,
as described before.

By using the BS-UE channel estimation, we can recover the
LOS signal received at the UE from the BS and, consequently,
remove its contribution from the received signal. However, it
is critical to note that one needs to estimate the LOS channel
parameters with high accuracy, otherwise, they will affect the
estimation of the NLOS channel parameters. We proceed by
defining the matrix:
Y1

U
≈ gBRU

√
( 1− ρ)Ptd( τBRU)a

⊤( θRU , θ̂BR , ϕ̂RB)Ξ+W0
BRU

,
(16)

where Ξ ≜ [f1 ⊗ γ1, . . . , fT ⊗ γT ], W
0
BRU

∈ CNc×T , and

a(θRU , θ̂BR , ϕ̂BR) ≜ vec((aR(θRU) ⊙ aR(ϕ̂RB))a
⊤
B
(θ̂BR)). (17)

It is noted that the adoption of the HRIS allows us to
estimate the AOA and AOD at the HRIS side, which would
be impossible in the case of a passive RIS. Similarly to above,
after removing the effect of τBRU from (16) and integrating over
all sub-carrier frequencies, we can obtain the expression:

y1
U
= g̃Ξ⊤a( θRU , θ̂BR , ϕ̂RB) +w0

BRU
, (18)

where g̃ ≜ gBRU

√
(1− ρ)PtNc and w0

BRU
≜ (W0

BRU
)⊤ ⊙

(1Td(−τ̂BRU)
⊤)1

Nc
. Hence, the estimation for angle θRU can

be obtained from the following minimization:
θ̂RU = argmin

θRU

∥y1
U
− g̃BRU(θRU)Ξ

⊤a(θRU , θ̂BR , ϕ̂RB)∥2, (19)

with g̃BRU( θRU) ≜ (Ξ⊤a( θRU , θ̂BR , ϕ̂RB) )
†y1

U
, using a simple line

search. As before, this coarse estimation of θ̂RU can be used as
the initial point of the Newton’s method for solving the ML
optimization problem (19).

C. State Estimation

In this step, the state parameters are estimated using the
previously estimated parameters. We make use of the one-to-
one mapping presented in Section II-B between the channel
and state parameters. We specifically use expression (6) to
define the following parameter:

d̂ ≜ dBR + dRU − dBU = c(τ̂BRU − τ̂BU). (20)
Based on the triangular shape formulated by the system nodes
in Fig. 1, we can write sin (β0)/dRU = sin (β1)/dBU =

sin (β2)/dBR , where ∠β0 = |θ̂BR − θ̂BU |, ∠β1 = |ϕ̂RB − θ̂RU |, and
∠β2 = π − ∠β0 − ∠β1. From (20) and considering the law
of sines, the distances from the BS to the other two network
nodes can be computed as:

d̂BU =
d̂ sinβ1

sinβ0 + sinβ2 − sinβ1
, d̂BR =

d̂ sinβ2

sinβ0 + sinβ2 − sinβ1
.

(21)
Using these expressions and the AODs from the BS to the
other two nodes, the positions of the HRIS and UE can be
estimated as p̂R = pB + d̂BR cos θ̂BR and p̂U = pB + d̂BU cos θ̂BU ,
respectively. We can also estimate the clock bias at the HRIS
and UE as b̂R = τ̂BR − d̂BR/c and b̂U = τ̂BU − d̂BU/c, respectively.
Based on the relationship between the AOA at the HRIS from
the BS and the AOD from the BS to the HRIS, one can finally
estimate the HRIS orientation as α̂ = π − θ̂BR − ϕ̂RB .

D. Complexity Analysis of the Proposed Estimator

we analyze the computational complexity of the proposed
estimator, dominated by channel parameters estimation. In the
first step for each channel estimation, we calculate 2D NF
-point DFT for delay estimation, with O(NF log(NF )) com-
putational complexity. For the angle estimation, we assume
that the search intervals are discretized into grids of size
K0 each. Accordingly, the computational complexity of the
coarse estimation of ϕRB and θBR are given by O(TMBMRK0)
and O(T 2MBK0), respectively. It is worthwhile mentioning
that if we applied a simple 2D search, the computational
complexity would have O(TMBMRK

2
0 ), having much more

computational complexity compared with our approach. The
computational cost of the refinement of ϕRB and θBR , is
given by O(T 2MBI0), where I0 indicates the number of
iterations. Similarly, the coarse and the fine estimation of
θBU have computational complexity with order O(TM2

B
K0)

and O(TM2
B
I1), respectively, where I1 shows the number

of iterations. Besides, the computational complexity order
of the coarse and the fine estimation of θRU are given by
O(TM2

B
M2

R
K0) and O(TM2

B
M2

R
I2), respectively, where I2

shows the number of iterations. Overall, the complexity order
of our estimator is Co ≈ O(NF log(NF )) + O(T 2MBI0) +
O(TM2

B
I1) +O(TM2

B
M2

R
I2).

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we compare the root mean square error
(RMSE)8 of the estimated parameters with the corresponding
CRBs9 to evaluate the proposed estimator. For the RMSE
calculations, we have averaged the results over 500 inde-
pendent noise realizations. All the phase shifts of the HRIS
elements have been drawn from the uniform distribution, i.e.,

8We use the notations σR and σU for the RMSE of the HRIS position
estimate p̂R and the UE position p̂U , respectively. The RMSE of the HRIS
orientation estimation α̂ is denoted by σα , while στBR , στBU , and στBRU are
the RMSE of estimations of the parameters τ̂BR , τ̂BU , and τ̂BRU , respectively.
Besides, The RMSE of the angle estimations θ̂BR , θ̂BU , θ̂RU , and ϕ̂RB are
represented by σθBR , σθBU , σθRU , and σϕRB , respectively.

9The CRBs corresponding to the estimations of the AoAs, AoDs, and ToAs,
position and orientation are henceforth termed as AOA error bound (AAEB),
AOD error bound (ADEB), TOA error bound (TEB), position error bound
(PEB), and orientation error bound (OEB), respectively.
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Fig. 2: The evaluation of the proposed estimator for the case where SPs are randomly distributed in [x, 5], with x ∼ U(8, 13), their radar cross section is
0.1m2, and the power splitting factor is set to ρ = 0.5. (a) The RMSE of the position estimations; (b) The RMSE of the ToAs estimations; (c) The RMSE
of the AOA/AODs and RIS orientation estimations; (d) The effect of ρ on the TOA/positions estimations; (e) The effect of ρ on the angles (i.e., AoAs/AoDs
and α) estimations; (f) The effect of the number of SPs around the UE on the estimation of the TOA and positions; and (g) The effect of the number of SPs
around the UE on the estimation of the angles.
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Fig. 3: The contour plot of the PEB (i.e., 10 log 10(PEB)) versus the UE
location for one random HRIS phase profile, Pt = 0dBm, and α = 0◦.

TABLE I: The considered simulation parameters.

Parameter Symbol Value
Wavelength λ 1 cm
Light speed c 3× 108 m/sec
Number of subcarriers Nc 100
Number of transmissions T 32
Sub-carrier spacing ∆f 120 kHz
Noise PSD N0 −174 dBm/Hz
RX’s noise figure nf 5 dB
IFFT Size NF 1024

UE position pU [6m, 6m]⊤

BS position pB [0m, 0m]⊤

HRIS position pR [2m, 10m]⊤

RIS orientation α π/6 rad
Number of BS antennas MB 17
Number of HRIS elements MR 33

∠[γ
t
]k ∼ U [0, 2π). The same holds for the combiner vector at

the HRIS, i.e., ∠[c
t
]i ∼ U [0, 2π). The rest of the simulation

parameters are given in Table I.
We first study the effect of the transmitted power Pt on the

RMSE of the estimated parameters, as shown in Figs. 2a–
2c. As can be seen, the RMSE of the estimations for the
channel and the state parameters decreases as Pt increases,
and the bounds for the channels parameters’ estimations (i.e.,
BS-UE, BS-HRIS, BS-HRIS-UE) are attained when Pt = 0
dBm and beyond. However, the RMSE of the BS-UE channel
parameters’ estimation deviates from its corresponding CRB
when Pt > 5 dBm. This happens because the error caused by
noise is much smaller than that caused by the considered ap-
proximation at large Pt values, i.e., expression (13) becomes
inaccurate. This implies that the larger Pt is, the higher the
level of the reflected signals from the HRIS toward the UE is.
It is shown in Fig. 2b that BS-HRIS-UE channel estimation
does not show the degradation at high Pt that was observed in
the BS-UE channel, although these two channels are coupled.
This is because, even though there is a degradation in the BS-
UE link, the RMSE of the corresponding parameters is orders
of magnitudes lower than the RMSEs in the BS-HRIS-UE link.
Hence, the degradation in the BS-HRIS-UE link is negligible.

In Figs. 2d– 2e, the effect of the common power splitting
factor ρ on the estimation performance is assessed. As can
be observed, as ρ increases (i.e., the sensing/reception power
at the HRIS increases), the CRB of the BS-HRIS channel
parameters’ estimation decreases. We can see that the CRB of
the HRIS rotation angle also decreases. This is due to the fact
that the estimation of α directly depends on the estimation of
BS-HRIS channel parameters (i.e., θ̂BR and ϕ̂RB ). Moreover, it is
demonstrated that, as ρ increases, the estimation of the position
of the HRIS and the UE exhibits a higher error variance, since
these positions’ estimations are coupled. Increasing the value
of ρ leads to a decrease in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
at the UE. Accordingly, the UE cannot estimate the reflected
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channels, which contain joint information about the UE and
the HRIS, with high accuracy. We also observe that when
ρ → 0 and ρ → 1, the estimations of both the BS-HRIS and
HRIS-UE channel parameters fail. It can also be seen that ρ
has no effect on the BS-UE channel estimation.

Besides, we depict the effect of SPs around HRIS on the
proposed estimator accuracy in Figs. 2f– 2g. Since similar
algorithms are used for both BS-RIS and BS-UE channels, we
only consider the SPs effect on the latter channel, when eval-
uating their effect on estimation accuracy using the approach
of [11]. It can be seen that as the number Ns of SPs increases,
the accuracy of the estimations deteriorates. Most of these
deterioration are on τBU and θBU . That is because, according to
our assumption, SPs directly affect BS-UE channel estimation
and have no impact on other channels. Since the channel
estimations are linked, the degradation of BS-UE channel
estimation also affects the other channels’ estimates. These
impacts are not as pronounced as the direct impact of SPs on
the BS-UE channel estimate. To tackle this issue, one solution
can be the adoption of orthogonal profiles at the HRIS over
time [12]; we leave this approach for future work.

Finally, we analyze the UE localization coverage and per-
formance through a contour plot of the PEB in Fig. 3. As can
be seen, highly accurate localization can be obtained when
the UE is close to the BS due to high SNR. Furthermore,
there are blind areas for the UE localization, where the UE is
located on the connected line between the BS and the HRIS.
Since BS, HRIS, and the UE do not build a triangle to exploit
triangulation solution, see Sec. III-C.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a multi-stage estimator for
the unknown location and orientation of a single-RX-RFC
HRIS and the unknown position of a single-antenna UE in
a multi-carrier system with a multi-antenna BS. The proposed
estimation leverages the channel’s geometrical features to
estimate the targeted parameters. We showed that the RMSE
of the estimations approaches the corresponding CRBs within
a certain SNR range. The simulation results also showed
that selecting the HRIS power splitting ratio is critical to
the estimation accuracy, and the effect of SPs should not
be ignored. The formulated joint RIS calibration and user
localization problem provides a practical solution for RIS-
aided localization systems. In future work, 6D RIS calibration
and 3D user positioning, HRIS phase profile optimization,
multi-user cooperative calibration under LOS blockage, and
mobile scenarios can be considered.
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